
You can read the following instructions to students before you administer theMAP Growth assessments.
These instructions are generalized to apply to variousMAP Growth tests.

General MAP Testing – All Grades
Give this test your best effort. You will have enough time to read and answer all the questions. Some
questionswill be easy, and others will bemore difficult. You cannot get all the answers correct, but that is
okay. If you really do not know the answer to a question, then ask yourself which answers are definitely
wrong, and then choose from the other answers. You DOneed to answer ALL questions.

Before you finish a question, youmay change your mind and pick a different answer. But, once youmove
to the next question, your answer is locked, and you cannot go back to the question you have already
answered.

I am here to help when there is a problemwith the test. Please raise your hand if any of these things
happen:

l If the computer asks for your name, but your name does not appear in the list

l If you have headphones, but you do not hear sound when the test begins

l If a question appears to bemissing answers, questions, or instructions

Mathematics Testing –Grades 2–5 and 6+
On some (but not all) test questions, a calculator tool appears at the top. You can click the calculator
picture to open an on-screen calculator that helps you answer the question.

If you are unsure about a word in a question, raise your hand for help. I can pronounce the word for you,
but I cannot tell you what the wordmeans or explain anymath symbols.

Reading and Language Usage Testing –Grades 2–5 and 6+
If a reading passage is too long to fit on the screen, use the scroll bar on the right side of the passage to
scroll down and display the rest of the passage and questions about it.

Sometimes the same passage appears again and again, but look carefully, because you will see a
different question for the same passage.
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